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The Cachaçca Diary
BySimoneInnamorati

Last month I fell in love. Not with a man or any mere mortal for
that matter, but a distant land and a timeless people. I thought
I could never love any country more than Italy. Brazil upped the
culinary stakes.

B

razil is like Italy’s younger cousin.
It has all the same Latin flair and
ornate churches, but it is wild,
reckless and oh so much fun.

of, monkeys in the trees and afternoon drinks
with 40% alcohol (by volume). Let’s just say I fell
hard. It began with a tour of one of Brazil’s largest
producer of cachaça, Cachaçaria Carvalheira in
Recife, Pernambuco.

My recent trip opened me to a whole new world
and way of cooking. Exotic fruits I’d never heard
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Aged cachaça has that same warm,“burnt sugar”
caramel texture with a generous hint of brandy.
Served with lime and sugar, it is next to none. If
you are new to cachaça and you have a sweet
tooth like me, I recommend the premium aged
cachaça and Santa Dose, which is a lighter honey
filled version. Both are best serviced on ice.

Brown Sugar
For those of you who don’t know, cachaça is one
of Brazil’s most popular drinks. It is distilled from
sugarcane juice. It ranges anywhere from 38% to
48% in alcohol content by volume. This range is
not dissimilar to Italy’s favorite digestivo, grappa.

Aged cachaça also sits nicely as a room temperature digestive.

Grappa is between 35%-60%, so it packs a punch,
but I much prefer the taste of cachaça. Grappa is
described as fragrant, but I think it is terribly bitter. I have had some bad experiences with grappa in Florence, but maybe that’s just me…

I became something of a connoisseur after our
trip to Cachaçaria Carvalheira. The distillery is
one of the oldest and largest producers of Brazil’s favorite drink. We ended up at the distillery
after a mutual friend suggested we see more of
Recife. We were both visiting the city to attend
the wedding of a college friend.

I’ve always been a fan of rum. Cachaça is in a
similar family. The sweet notes of white cachaça
make the high alcohol volume bearable, if not
pleasant. The aged or gold variety is divine.

My husband and I left the distillery feeling much
lighter. Maybe too light.We found ourselves with
our friend on a backstreet dirt road. We walked
straight and fast, passing a fan repair shop that
looked like something out of the film, The Rum
Diary. The shop owner sat glaring at us, surrounded by strange contraptions dating from
the Cuban Missile Crisis.

Stored in oak barrels for 10+ years, it is similar to
bourbon without the sickly metallic aftertaste.
I’m not a big fan of bourbon either (I grew up in
bourbon country), but cachaça has all the good
qualities of bourbon without the early morning
regret.
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boat and oversee sugar cane farms, a daunting
prospect given the rampant tropical diseases
that killed waves of settlers.

Bareback in Olinda

The neighboring town, Olinda, is even more
beautiful than Recife. As we arrived to the historic town of Olinda, we saw a man without a shirt,
racing his horse bareback through noon traffic.
He was whipping the horse violently as the traffic light turned green.

We’d been warned that Brazil is notorious for hijackings and robberies. We were advised not to
wear jewelry. So, we hid our bottles of cachaça
and hoped for the best. We managed to find the
main road in front of the distillery. We tried to flag
a cab to no available and then, out of nowhere,
an ancient woman appeared and led us to the
taxi line. The locals were nice. Perhaps we were
lucky…

We stared out the window of the tour bus spellbound by this strange scene. It was like a vision
of the past, of the 17th century. We decided we
wanted to walk around.

One taxi driver or “bandido”, as we later referred
to him, tried to con us by charging more than
double the rate. A word of advice, only take metered cabs, if you are visiting Brazil. We eventually found the nicest cab driver who took us into
the historic part of Recife. He was a real character
laughing at his own jokes and the fact he had six
children.

“Was this possible?” We asked.
The tour guide’s face turned a ghastly shade of
white. We were advised not to get off the bus
due to the soaring crime levels and beggars. Olinda didn’t look that dangerous, but a tour bus
is always a tempting prospect for any would-be
robbers. Still, Olinda was one of the most beautiful towns I have ever laid eyes on. The landscapes
are truly majestic and at times, haunting.

Recife has beautiful architecture and a rich history. It is home to the oldest synagogue
in South America. The Jewish Portuguese colonists were forced by the monarch to board a
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Maison du Bomfim

be served many ways. When it is made with caju,
it has the same buttery taste as a cashew nut
with a hint of fruit. I never knew that cashew nuts
came from the caju fruit. I shouldn’t be confessing this in a culinary magazine, but I can’t be the
only one. The colorful exotic fruit (which looks
like an upside down pepper) blew my mind.

We had the pleasure of eating at a local restaurant Maison du Bomfim, a French restaurant that
serves traditional seafood dishes with a distinct
twist. The menu is overseen by Chef Jeff Colas.
The food was delicious and very reasonably
priced. I really enjoyed the black rice with crevettes served with mango chutney.

Caprinihina also made with acerola, a little red
fruit, which looks a little like a cherry, but tastes
like a sour apple. Acerola has 100 times more
vitamin C than an orange. It is often used as a
cold remedy.When served in caipirinha cocktails
it becomes very medicinal, indeed. If you’d like
to try your hand at making you very own caju
caprinihina, here’s how…

We had another round of cachaça at Maison do
Bomfim served in caipirinha cocktails made with
caju, the fruit of the cashew nut. Caipirinha can
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scribable, very sugary. It is something like a cross
between a Haribo sweet and a French toast without the cinnamon of course.

Caju Caprinihina

The history of Bolo de Rolo is intriguing. It was
originally adapted from a Portuguese cake,
colchão de noiva, which translates roughly as
“bride’s mattress”.

This recipe comes from award-winning bartender Souza at Veloso Bar in Vila Mariana,
São Paulo.

Ingredients:

Portuguese cooks substituted the original filling
with guava fruit and sugar, both common to the
region. If you are visiting Brazil, you must taste
this local cake.

1/2 caju
1/2 lime
2 teaspoons of sugar
60 ml of cachaça or vodka

Method:
In a medium glass (240ml) place the caju fruit
(thinly sliced), lime (sliced and cored), sugar
and press with a mortar. Then add ice, cachaça
(or vodka) and mix well.

Bolo de Rolo
You might be forgiven for thinking that the
only fruit we sampled during our stay in
Brazil was laden with high volume alcohol
like cachaça. I can assure you we also ate
fruit in the form of high cholesterol, fatty
cakes.
Bolo de Rolo, a popular breakfast and
dessert cake was served every morning in our five star hotel, Atlante Plaza.
This traditional cake is made with
flour, eggs, butter and sugar. The dough is
rolled or wrapped with a layer of melted guava,
giving the distinct appearance of a Swiss roll.
However, Bolo de Rolo is much more delicate.
Each layer of dough and guava are thinner than
the layers classic to a Swiss roll. The taste is inde-
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Fruit Paradise

Ingredients:
tDVQTXIPMFNJML
tUBCMFTQPPOTCVUUFS NFMUFE

Each morning papaya, guava and golden passion fruit were beautifully presented to us, along
with the Bolo de Rolo cake. Believe it or not, I
have never tried guava or golden passion fruit.
In Europe, England especially, fruit is ridiculously
expensive. While you can find passion fruit and
mango, guava is almost impossible to source.
Only upscale groceries likeWaitrose supply exotic fruit. Just to give you an idea, one lemon costs
on average 36 pence which is about 50 cents.
Growing up in Georgia, you could buy a bag of
lemons for a dollar.

tDVQWFHFUBCMFPJM
tDVQTUBQJPDBøPVS
tFHHT
tDVQTHSBUFEGBSNFSTDIFFTF PSBOZöSN GSFTI
cows’ milk cheese
tDVQHSBUFEDIFEEBSDIFFTF PQUJPOBM
tTBMUUPUBTUF

Preparation:
t1SFIFBUUIFPWFOUPEFHSFFT
t.JYNJML TBMU WFHFUBCMFPJMBOECVUUFSJOBQPU 
and bring to a boil. As soon as it
boils, remove from heat.
t4UJSUBQJPDBøPVSJOUPUIFNJMLBOECVUUFSNJYture.
t4UJSJOUIFFHHTBOEUIFDIFFTF BOENJYXFMM
t-FUNJYUVSFDPPMGPSNJOVUFT TPUIBUJUXJMM
be easier to handle.
t8JUIøPVSFE UBQJPDBøPVS IBOET TIBQFUIF
dough into golf ball size balls
(about 50 gram portions) and place them on a
baking sheet. There should be
enough for approximately 15 rolls.
t#BLFSPMMTGPSUPNJOVUFT VOUJMUIFZBSF
puffed up and are golden. They
will rise slowly and puff up mostly in the last 5 or
10 minutes.
t4FSWFXBSN

All this to say, I was in fruit paradise. I stuffed my
face silly with fresh fruit and Bolo de Rolo. I loved
the golden passion fruit, which is twice, if not
three times, the size of the traditional purple variety. The flavor is different as well. It is tarter.

Pao de Queijo
The hotel buffet featured other savory specialties like Pao de Queijo, which is a pleasing and
tasty little cheese roll with a soft chewy center.
The ball is typically made with queijo minas, a
Brazilian cheese. Most recipes call for Parmesan
as a substitute. However, the taste is completely
different. Try to visit a South American market or
specialty grocer to source queijo minas.These little cheese rolls would pair well with Caprinihina
cocktails.

Recipe by Marian Blazes
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called for tapioca flour. There were also tapioca
crepes with melted cheese. Tapicoa is made
from the cassava, a tuberous root native to Brazil.
Polvilho Azedo or sour starch is naturally glutenfree. When used to make tapioca crepes, it has a
papier-mâché texture. Unlike a traditional crepe,
the batter isn’t uniform. In fact, the batter is little
more than damp flour.
The heat of the pan effectively binds or glues
the grains of tapioca together, until it becomes
a patchy, paper-like crepe. The website www.
frombraziltoyou.org gives great tips on how to
make this delicate dish with step-by-step insider
tips and photos.

Fussy Farofa
Farofa is also derived from cassava, using the
coarse meal“farinha de mandioca”.The bitter variety of cassava used in farofa is inedible when
raw, because it is poisonous. Unfortunately, the
commercialized cassava or sweet variety found
in supermarkets cannot give the distinct quality
of farinha de mandioca, even if the same process
is used. Brazilian cooks toast cassava course meal
in butter or palm oil to make farofa, a crunchy
condiment found on tables throughout Brazil. It
is best served on steak or in rice.

Tasting Tapioca
Tapioca features largely in Brazilian cuisine. Pao
de Queijo wasn’t the only dish at our hotel, which
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Bigger and Better
in Brazil

the diverse way of cooking, local ingredients and
my friend’s wedding, which could be an article in
itself. Even the wedding cake deserved a column,
see insert (the porcelain cherubs sit in place of
traditional bride and groom toppers).

To sum up my culinary adventures in Brazil, I
would have to say everything is bigger and better in Brazil. I’m not sure if it is the climate or the
culture, but my taste buds were blown away by

I feel very fortunate to have had this amazing experience. The Cachaça Diary is definitely a highlight in my food travels. My husband and I are
planning our next trip to Brazil. Italy watch out.
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